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Abstract 

Helium and Nitrogen are two significant chemical el-

ements that are used to advance cryogenic scientific 

breakthroughs. Helium is a colorless, odorless, and taste-

less gas that becomes liquid at (−452 °F). Nitrogen is a 

gas at its standard conditions; It becomes solid once tem-

peratures reach below (-346 °F), and it boils and becomes 

a gas once temperatures reach above (-320 °F). During 

this research project I used a web-based interactive com-

puting platform called Jupyter Lab to modify various py-

thon programs that calculate, and display helium losses 

and nitrogen usage from three cryo plants. 

INTRODUCTION 

Cryogenics is the science that addresses the produc-

tion and effects of very low temperatures. The principles 

behind cryogenic technology involve controlling the rate 

of cooling. In some cases, this involves using mechanical 

refrigerants or even liquid nitrogen to cool materials 

down rapidly into sub-zero temperatures.  

 

Figure 1: This image above is an example diagram of 

Cryogenic science that shows the gaseous state of helium  

having to go through a low temperature cooling phase that 

then converts the gas into a liquid. 

 

     Purpose/Goal Of Research 

The purpose of this research project is to modify ex-

isting python codes to fetch live or historical data from 

any set of sensors that have data stored in ACNET D44 

database. We are interested in developing one significant 

python program that calculate and generate the helium in-

ventory, the nitrogen inventory, and report for three cryo 

plants known as CMTF, NML, and MESON. The devel-

opment of this code is to further machine intelligence and 

efficiency. 

 

Figure 2: This image to the left is a detailed dia-

gram that shows the order in which the sensor data 
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from each cryo plant will be calculated in the python 

code. The python script calculates CMTF’s Helium 

Inventory, Nitrogen Inventory, then it displays the re-

port. This process is then done for the NML and ME-

SON cryo plants. 

Characteristics of Cryo Plant Sensors 

Cryogenic plant sensors are  installed along the 

cryogenic plant to measure temperature, pressure, 

and fill level. Each cryo plant has various sensors 

with readings every second. 

 

 

Figure 3: This image to the left is an excel chart that pro-

vide the sensor names and units for both the helium and 

nitrogen tanks in the MESON cryo plant.  

 

MESON Nitrogen Tank Sensor: “Z: CTVLND” 

MESON Helium Tank Sensors: “Z: CTPRST, Z: 

CTPBST, Z: CTLL11, Z: HSLLS1” 

 

NML Nitrogen Tank Sensor: “N: 1DPDW” 

NML Helium Tank Sensors: “N: 1PT540, N: 3LL90, N: 

C1LLHD, N: C2LLHD, N: SLLDEW, N: NLLDEW, C: 

2PT43” 

 

CMTF Nitrogen Tank Sensor: “C: 6LLDWN” 

CMTF Helium Tank Sensors: “C: 5LL80H, C: 3LL191, 

T: CLL301, P: HB6LT041, P: S1LL10H, N: 1PT580, N: 

1PT570, N: 1PT560, N: 1PT550” 

 

Characteristics of The Accelerator 

Control Network (ACNET) 

The Accelerator Control Network also known as 

ACNET is a system of computers that monitors, con-

trols and stores process data in the accelerator com-

plex. It is interfaced to users through consoles in the 

MCR and elsewhere. ACNET played a significant 

role in this research project as the origin of our data 

requests as well as a verification tool. This applica-

tion is also used to set each sensor to a fixed interval 

number that allows all data to be collected at that spe-

cific moment in time.  

 

Figure 4: This image shows a visual representation of 

how ACNET D44 page is set up. First you would input 

your sensor values where the white text is located. Sec-

ond, you would synch time intervals to each sensor. For 

instance, synching time intervals means all values would 

capture data 30 seconds at a time. Then once all your data 

is inputted, you check your graph to see if any data was 

captured by the sensors.  
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MESON’s Helium & Nitrogen Python 

Script 

 

 

Figure 5: This code above calculates the helium 

inventory at the MESON testing area using data collected 

from various sensors in its Helium cryoplant. The script 

contains start and end data ranges which specifies data 

from certain time periods throughout the day. The 

‘PV_table’ variable contains the names of the sensor 

devices at the MESON testing area. These sensors 

measures various parameters within the system. This for-

mula “volume = LHe_density * conversion_factor * per-

cent_filled / 100 * datalogger” was then added to the 

script to calculate the amount of liquid Helium present. 

 

Figure 6: This code above calculates the Nitrogen 

inventory at the MESON testing area. The script also 

generates a plot thst shows Liquid Nitrogen loss over a 

certain period of time. The variable ‘interval’ is set to 

‘30000’, which means that data is collected at 30 second 

intervals and converted into milliseconds. This function 

‘convert_gallons_to_cubic_feet’ takes a volume in gallons 

as input and returns the equivalent volume in cubic feet, 

using a conversion factor of 93.11. The variable gallons is 

set to 42.0. The code then calculates the equivalent vol-

ume in cubic feet using the ‘convert_gallons_to_cu-

bic_feet’ function and rounds it to two decimal places, 

storing it in the cubic_feet_rounded variable. This conver-

sion factor was added to make the data easier to read and 

comprehend.  
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Figure 7: This graph represents the Helium inventory at 

the MESON testing area from June 19, 2023 to June 26, 

2023. The fluctuation in between points expresses that as 

outdoor temperature increases, this causes the gas inven-

tory density to decrease rising the storage pressure. Heat 

can cause helium to expand, and cold air can cause he-

lium to shrink, this is why the helium inventory and the 

outdoor temperature lines on the graph are almost identi-

cal.  

 

 

 

Figure 8: This graph represents the Nitrogen inventory at 

the MESON testing area from June 19, 2023, to June 26, 

2023. These lines represent the liquid level decrease in 

the Nitrogen tank over a seven-day period. The “spikes” 

that are seen in this graph represent the refilling of the Ni-

trogen tank. 

 

 

NML’s Helium & Nitrogen Python Script 

 

Figure 9: This python script calculates the inventory of 

helium based on various measurements at each 

timestamp. It performs column-to-column math opera-

tions using the specified volumes and densities to deter-

mine the helium inventory. The ‘PV_table’ contains the 

names of process variables that will be used to collect 

data. The ‘Interval’ specifies the sampling rate in millisec-

onds. This code creates a ‘cryo_daq’ object called ‘data-

logger’ by passing the specified ‘PV_table’, ‘start’, ‘end’, 

and ‘interval’ parameters to the ‘cryo_daq’ constructor. 

The ‘cryo_daq’ object handles the data acquisition from 

the specified sensors during the given time range. The for 

loop in this script calculates the density of the Gaseous 

Helium (GHe) storage tank for each timestamp based on 

the pressure reading from 'N:1PT540' and the external 

temperature reading from 'M:OUTTMP'. The formula 

uses the Ideal Gas Law to compute the density.  
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Figure 10: This python script displays a graph that 

represents the Nitrogen inventory in the NML cryo plant. 

The code generates a time-series plot showing the level of 

liquid nitrogen in Tank 45 over the specified time range. 

The x-axis represents the dates, and the y-axis represents 

the level of LN2 in gallons. The plot provides insights 

into the LN2 level variations over time. The code creates 

a Line Collection ‘lc’ to plot the data as a line graph. It 

converts the timestamp index ‘s.index’ to numerical val-

ues using ‘mdates.date2num’. The ‘LineCollection’ is cre-

ated by combining adjacent data points for smoother visu-

alization. The ‘lc’ Line Collection is added to the ’ax’ 

(axes) of the plot. The x-axis major locator is set to dis-

play month intervals, and the minor locator is set to dis-

play day intervals. The plot is saved as a PNG image file 

in the "figures" directory with the filename 'plot n2.png'. 

The ‘plt.show()’ function displays the plot on the screen, 

and ‘plt.close()’  closes the figure. 

 

 

 

Figure 11: This graph represents the density of the 

Helium tank in a 30-day time period. The tank is con-

stantly losing inventory and it has significant drop off on 

June 30, 2023 and July 30, 2023.  

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 12: This graph represents the volume of the 

Nitrogen tank. It maintains a fill level of  between 3,000 – 

6,000 gallons during a 30-day time period. The “spikes” 

in this image also represents the refilling of the tank.  
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CMTF’s Helium & Nitrogen Python Script 

   

 

Figure 13: This is a snippet of the Helium python 

script in the CMTF testing area. The code performs data 

processing, cleaning, and calculations to estimate the in-

ventory of liquid helium based on various process varia-

bles and their measurements. The function ‘calculate_liq-

uid_volume’ takes LHe_density, conversion_factor, per-

cent_filled, and datalogger as inputs and calculates the 

liquid volume based on these values. The code also con-

tained multiple loops to clean the data. Values were set to 

zero for specific variables when they were less than 0.5.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 14: The image on the bottom left is the Nitro-

gen python script in the CMTF testing area. This code is 

generalized to successfully run and gather data from any 

Nitrogen tank sensor. I inputted ‘PV_table’ sensor: 

‘C:6LLDWN’ to collect data from the tank in 30 second 

intervals.  

 

 

Figure 15: This graph represents the Helium inven-

tory at the CMTF testing area from June 19, 2023, to June 

26, 2023. Like stated before, there are small vertical alter-

ations in the line graph because hot outdoor temperatures 

expands helium and colder outdoor temperatures shrinks 

helium.  
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Figure 16: This graph shows the liquid Nitrogen usage in 

the CMTF cryo plant. The Nitrogen tank is having inven-

tory used until July 23rd  then it got refilled July 24th. 

 

Final Helium & Nitrogen Loss Python Script 

 

Figure 17: This is a generalized code that performs 

analysis and generates a report related to Helium and Ni-

trogen inventories for a specific time period.  

 

Order In Which The Script Displays 

Its Output: 

CMTF Helium Inventory →CMTF Nitrogen Inventory  

CMTF report → NML Helium Inventory → NML Nitro-

gen Inventory →NML report → MESON Helium Inven-

tory → MESON Nitrogen Inventory → MESON report 

 

Conclusion 

This script gathers data, plots and estimates losses for 

the Helium and Nitrogen inventories of CMTF, NML, and 

MESON. This script was made to gather data from vari-

ous cryo plants faster and more efficient. Instead of hav-

ing different persons manually retrieving D44 ACNET 

data for each cryo plant, this code was generalized and 

designed to input any sensory data from any testing site 

and generate its report. 
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